The Phonics Screening Check
•

The government introduced this check to allow teachers to assess children’s developing
phonic knowledge.

•

In this test, children will recognise and identify sounds that individual letters and
combinations of letter make, and blend these sounds together from left to right to make
a word.

•

This is to ensure that can children can use this knowledge to segment and blend new
words that they hear or see as they get older.

What it looks like…
Section 1

12 ‘nonsense’
words.

8 real words.

20 words
(Typically words with phase 3 digraphs)

Section 2

8 ‘nonsense’
words.

12 real words.

20 words
(Typically words with phase 5 digraphs and
phase 4 blending)

•

Children have to read nonsense words because they need to be
able to read and decode words that they do not know.

‘Nonsense’ words
•

In our phonics lessons, we provide the tools for the children to
read unfamiliar words by teaching them about different
graphemes and how to blend those graphemes.

•

Blending - This involves looking at a written word, looking at
each grapheme and working out which phoneme each grapheme
represents and then merging these phonemes together to make a

Sound buttons
Phoneme represented
by one letter
Digraph
Split digraph

word.

•

The administrator of the test will tick if they have correctly/incorrectly said
the word.

•

You will receive the results in end of year reports.

Supporting your children
1. Read with your child as much as you can. This is to ensure that
children are familiar with all the different phonemes. There is also a
chance that a word that they have read recently, may come up on the

check!

2. Interactive games. There are many fun websites that allow children

to practise their phonics in fun ways.

